[Limbus diagnosis by computerized tomography after initial traumatologic dislocation of the shoulder].
This paper shows a retrospective analysis of 98 shoulder joint CT scans after traumatic primary anterior dislocation in the period of 1988 till December 1991. The intraoperative findings and the X-ray characteristics beside arthrographic and MRI examinations led us to a classification of four types by pathomorphologic aspects, the type of the tear correlated to the degree of instability. For anterior limbus tear and lesions, a CT scan gives a diagnostic sensitivity of more than 90% (own rate 94.6%). Concerning our patients, the total lesions rate of 77.6% following first traumatic dislocation justifies a progressive examination and evaluation of the joint structures, that enhance further dislocations. Hereby, inspite of its invasivity, joint CT scan have, in comparison to other diagnostic procedures, proved to be routinely useful.